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EXCLUSIVE: Republicans tear into
Kansas' Democratic Governor for
taxpayer-funded 'all ages' drag show
called the 'Dada Ball'

The Kansas Dept. of Commerce is behind a grant that helped fund an all-ages
drag show in Wichita for Halloween, featuring some scantily-clad performers 
Images obtained by DailyMail.com show drag performers posing suggestively at
the event, which was attended by both adults and young children
Kansas Governor Laura Kelly, a Democrat, is up for re-election in two weeks
'It is shocking to those of us in Kansas to discover that our taxpayer dollars
funded the exposure of explicit sexual themes to children,' Kansas GOP said
All-ages drag events have been a cultural lightening rod this year 

By ELIZABETH ELKIND, POLITICS REPORTER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM 
PUBLISHED: 09:37 EDT, 24 October 2022 | UPDATED: 09:59 EDT, 24 October 2022

Kansas Republicans are tearing into Democrat Governor Laura Kelly and her
administration over revelations that taxpayer dollars helped fund an all-ages drag
event over the weekend.

Images obtained by DailyMail.com show scantily-clad drag performers dancing at
the Wichita event in front of both adults and young children.

Called the ‘DADA Ball,’ it was advertised as ‘a free, all-ages evening of music, fashion,
drag & dancing!’

Among the sponsors is the Kansas Creative Arts & Industries Commission, which is a
part of the state Department of Commerce. The department is led by Kelly’s
lieutenant governor, David Toland.

Kelly is up for re-election in the conservative state, and is locked in a tight race
against Republican state Attorney General Derek Schmidt.

With just two weeks until the critical race Kelly has thus far painted herself as a
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moderate, even making a heavy-handed metaphor by walking down the middle of a
road in a recent campaign ad.

DailyMail.com obtained photos and video from a Wichita event known as the 'DADA Ball' which
includes an all-ages drag show

Scantily-clad performers can be seen dancing for adults and small children
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It was partially funded by a grant from the Kansas Creative Arts & Industries Commission,
which is a part of the state’s Department of Commerce

That would mean that Kansas taxpayer dollars helped put on the racy event
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It was billed on Facebook as ‘a free, all-ages evening of music, fashion, drag & dancing!’

But upon learning of the all-aged drag event, the Kansas Republican Party called it
‘shocking’ and used it as proof of Kelly’s ‘liberal’ leanings.

‘Laura Kelly’s state-funded “all-ages” drag show proves that despite what her glossy
campaign ads portray, she really is that liberal,’ the state GOP Executive Director
Shannon Pahls told DailyMail.com.

‘It is shocking to those of us in Kansas to discover that our taxpayer dollars funded
the exposure of explicit sexual themes to children. Laura Kelly and her entire
administration need to go.’

DailyMail.com has also reached out to the Kansas Department of Commerce and
Kelly’s campaign for comment.

A similar event was 'made possible' by Kansas tax dollars in June of this year. A
portion of the 'collaborative art program' was billed as: 'We’ll have a gay old time!':
Marrying drag & music in Lawrence, KS, photography exhibit + drag performance, by
Fally Afani.'

The concept of all-ages drag shows has been a cultural lightening rod in elections
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Republicans in the state are attacking
Democrat Governor Laura Kelly for allowing
her government to fund this drag show and
another one in June of this year

345
shares
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Governor for taxpayer-funded 'all ages' drag show

across the country.

Earlier this month, Republicans in the
House of Representatives sought to ban
federal funding for such events
altogether with a bill called the 'Stop the
Sexualization of Children Act.' 

Meanwhile, a recent poll has Democrat
Kelly locked in a near-tie with her
Republican opponent. The late
September FOX4/Emerson College
survey shows Kelly with 44.6 percent
support, compared to Schmidt’s 43.1
percent.

The 1.5 percent difference falls within the
poll’s margin of error.

Kelly’s campaign has largely involved
distancing herself from Washington
Democrats like President Joe Biden,
preferring to focus on state and local
issues.

The left has been eyeing the traditionally
red state since primary voter turnout
shattered expectations over the summer.

A record number of people showed up to vote down a ballot measure that would
have opened the door for a limit or total ban on abortion, passed by Kansas’
Republican-held legislature.

But that hasn’t stopped Schmidt and Republican groups who support him from
wading into the culture wars by criticizing Kelly for vetoing a bill to ban transgender
students who were assigned male at birth from playing on girls’ sports teams.

A source told DailyMail.com in mid-September that at the time, the Kansas campaign
arm of the Republican Governor’s Association poured more than $5.8 million into the
race - with $5 million more in reserved TV spots from then until Election Day on
November 8.

That’s included multiple ads with University of Kentucky swimming star Riley Gaines,
who famously tied with transgender swimmer Lia Thomas at this year's NCAA 200m
freestyle final.

Gaines claims Kelly's vetos show that the governor is not able to 'protect women' in
her state.
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Hollywood
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Kim Kardashian
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Kaley Cuoco gets into
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cradles her baby bump
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Red Hot Chili Peppers
bassist Flea, 60, stays
close to his pregnant
wife Melody Ehsani, 42,
as they take a trip to a
market in Calabasas
 

Will Ferrell is every bit
the supportive and
stylish dad as he
attends son's soccer
practice donning
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pants in LA
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Ellen breakout star
Rosie McClelland says
she cried when cousin
Sophia Grace told her
she was pregnant and
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will be 'the best mum'
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star Kathy Hilton
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Queen of Pop claimed
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beneath fleece jacket as
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looks in new Goop
pictorial
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with Paul Rabil as they
step out hand-in-hand in
NYC 
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one day apart
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teaser for Midnights
videos as fans and
critics go wild for new
album which addresses
engagement rumours
 

WHERE is the Rust
justice? Exactly one
year after Alec Baldwin
fatally shot Halyna
Hutchins, FEMAIL
investigates why there
are STILL no charges
 

Lady Gaga shows off
her edgy style in a satin
black dress and ripped
fishnet tights as she
joins Cindy Bruna at
Dom Perignon's lavish
event in LA 

Ashley Roberts struts
through a downpour in
striped bodycon dress...
days after man accused
of 'stalking' her appears
in court
 

Geena Davis, 66,
showcases her youthful
beauty in a chic green
midi dress and leather
boots at a signing for
her new memoir in
London
 

Who is Kanye West's
new fling Juliana Nalu?
Brazilian model, 24, who
wants to do 'big things'
has caught the eye of
controversial rapper, 45
 

'I really love him':
Gwyneth Paltrow the
queen of conscious
uncoupling gushes
about ex-fiancé Brad
Pitt and reveals hubby
Brad Falchuk 'respects'
their friendship 
 

Megan Thee Stallion
keeps a low profile in a
hoodie as she steps out
in New York with
boyfriend of two years
Pardi - after denying
engagement rumours
 

Eddie Redmayne
shows off his quirky
style in a black stitched
up suit at the NYC
screening of Netflix's
The Good Nurse
 

Edward Norton cuts a
stylish figure in a teal
suit as he joins chic
wife Shauna Robertson
at the Spanish premiere
of Glass Onion: A
Knives Out Mystery
 

Rust filming will be
MOVED from New
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Mexico to California as
investigators probe
scene where Alec
Baldwin shot
cinematographer dead 
 

Jada Pinkett Smith
reveals fractious early
relations with Will
Smith's ex-wife Sheree
Zampino after she
complained about their
son Trey's behavior
.

Benedict Cumberbatch
cuts a dapper figure as
he hosts a screening for
the acclaimed war epic
All Quiet On The
Western Front
 

Jennifer Garner gets
into the Halloween spirit
with the help of beloved
dog Birdie as they
transform into quirky
ghosts for hilarious
Instagram clip
 

Ed Sheeran hints at
launching his own
extra-strength range of
FACTOR 70 sun cream
for redheads... adding
to his already varied
business portfolio
 

Jared Leto, 50, rocks
pink highlights and
goes shirtless beneath
a gray blazer at launch
of his new beauty brand
Twentynine Palms in
New York

EXCLUSIVE  Miss
Universe SUSPENDS
Miss USA organizers
after its vice president
stepped down after
being accused of
'sexually harassing
models'
 

Twiggy, 73, cuts a
stylish figure as she
reunites with fellow
Swinging Sixties
supermodel Pattie
Boyd, 78, at her book
launch party
 

Brooklyn Beckham
carries his new puppy
Lamb as he heads out
on a juice run in West
Hollywood - after
terrifying fans with one
chip challenge
 

'Lights my heart':
Tristan Thompson posts
image of picture frame
showing himself and
daughter True, four ...
who he shares with
Khloe Kardashian
 

Real Housewives Of
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11335151/Brooklyn-Beckham-carries-new-puppy-Lamb-heads-juice-run.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11335083/Tristan-Thompson-posts-frame-showing-daughter-True-shares-Khloe-Kardashian.html
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Beverly Hills Reunion:
Lisa Rinna apologizes
for yelling at Sutton
Stracke
 

MAUREEN
CALLAHAN: The
Duchess of Despair and
Endless Grievance
rebrands! Meghan
Markle is phoenix rising
from ashes of Molotov
cocktails she throws
 

'I'm editing all of our
f***ing photos!' Kim
Kardashian reveals
what it REALLY takes to
be ultimate Instagram
influencer as she
churns out content on
Miami trip with Khloe
 

Anne Hathaway
reveals she's been
'choosier' about her
roles since having sons
Jonathan, 6, and Jack,
2: 'They're so precious
to me'
 

Emily Ratajkowski is
effortlessly chic as she
poses in low-cut silk
blouse at Advertising
Week New York... after
she was seen kissing
DJ Orazio Rispo
 

Will Smith's ex-wife
Sheree Zampino tears
up as she emotionally
reveals son Trey 'didn't
feel loved' by her
growing up
 

'Are you married and
we missed it?' Kourtney
Kardashian leaves Hulu
producers stunned after
secretly eloping in Las
Vegas at 1 despite
family's $100million
deal with streamer
 

Jamie Foxx posts
heartfelt tribute to late
sister DeOndra Dixon
two years after her
death: 'I miss you
terribly, but I know that
your soul is shining
bright'
 

'Kylie cancelled at the
last minute': Kendall
Jenner complains to pal
Hailey Bieber after her
sister pulls out of Vegas
trip (but still gets to use
her private plane)
 

EXCLUSIVE  Jason
Sudeikis and Olivia
Wilde's nanny reveals
actress was flaunting
engagement ring just
weeks before she
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dumped him for Harry
Styles
 

Joseph Baena
indulges in a post-
DWTS elimination
tiramisu then flies to
Las Vegas for DJ gig...
as his fellow
contestants voice their
support
 

Charlotte McKinney
puts her curves on
display in tiny white
crop top and brown
slacks at Gwyneth
Paltrow for Copper Fit
Press Tour
 

Nicki Minaj gets
emotional as she
reconnects with her
favorite fifth-grade
teacher and shares a
cute  throwback video
from middle school
 

Demi Moore strips
down and shows off
amazingly toned legs in
orange hoodie
jacket ahead of her 60th
birthday
 

Brendan Fraser looks
handsome in navy blue
suit as he is recognized
for comeback role in
The Whale at Variety's
The New York Party 
 

Crowded House singer
Neil Finn sells Los
Angeles mansion to
Jamie Bell and Kate
Mara for $7.5million
 

John Stamos admits
he stole two iconic
pieces from the original
Full House set on The
Drew Barrymore Show
 

JoJo Siwa packs on
the PDA with girlfriend
Avery Cyrus as new
couple fill up gas tank
wearing coordinating
tie-dye sweats
 

Kourtney Kardashian
uses fun filter to see
how she'd look with a
lip piercing... after
giving glimpse at her
and Travis Barker's
spooky Halloween
decor 
 

Julia Fox flaunts
cleavage in leather
corset at Variety's The
New York Party... after
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revealing her Birkin
bag was damaged in
'machete attack'
 

Brie Larson channels
vintage chic in a
pullover vest and rolled
up denim as she films
scenes for Apple TV+
drama Lessons in
Chemistry in Los
Angeles
 

Scheana Shay wows in
busty green corset
dress as she and
husband Brock Davies
attend the Gwyneth
Paltrow x Copper Fit
event in Santa Monica
 

John Legend says he
was 'selfish' and not 'a
great partner' to Chrissy
Teigen at the beginning
of their relationship
 

Natalie Morales joins
season three of The
Morning Show starring
Jennifer Aniston and
Reese Witherspoon
 

Gwyneth Paltrow cuts
a fashionable figure in
low-cut white dress
while Scheana Shay
sizzles in green mini at
Copper Fit Press Tour at
Santa Monica Proper
Hotel in California
 

Mariska Hargitay
means business in
midnight blue trench
coat as she shoots
scenes for Law & Order
SVU in New York 
 

Trouble at Netflix?
Meghan says £88M tell-
all docu-series about
her and Harry is 'NOT
the way we would have
told it'
 

Chris Pratt enjoys
coffee with wife
Katherine
Schwarzenegger in LA...
five months after couple
welcomed their second
child
 

Showing off her
cheeky side! Lala Kent
strips completely
NAKED to flaunt her
peachy bottom in
sizzling shower snap
 

Now Try Guys wife
accuses angry James
Corden of YELLING at
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11334305/Gwyneth-Paltrow-cuts-fashionable-figure-low-cut-white-dress-attending-Copper-Fit-Press-Tour.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11332209/Meghan-says-88M-Netflix-series-NOT-way-told-it.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11333977/Chris-Pratt-enjoys-coffee-wife-Katherine-Schwarzenegger-Alfreds-Brentwood.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11333521/Lala-Kent-strips-completely-NAKED-flaunt-peachy-bottom-sizzling-shower-snap.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11333365/Try-Guys-wife-claims-heard-James-Corden-yelling-busboy-finding-hotspot-closed.html
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busboy after finding
out celeb hotspot Little
Doms was closed 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ivanka
Trump holds hands with
Jared Kushner as they
take their kids to check
out renovations on their
$24 MILLION 'Billionaire
Bunker' mansion 
 

Kendall Jenner says
she's a 'full-on
grandmother' as she
wears curlers and
complains about
staying out too late in
new clip from The
Kardashians
 

Megan Fox showcases
her VERY ample bust in
plunging black vest top
for eye-popping snaps -
amid ongoing
speculation she got her
'breast implants redone'
 

Revealed: How
Meghan Markle
recorded bombshell
Variety interview in the
weeks before the Queen
died... then re-recorded
it after monarch's death
to pay tribute to her
 

Ryan Seacrest's
parents Gary and
Connie attend LIVE with
Kelly and Ryan taping...
and reveal they had
dinner with his
girlfriend Aubrey Paige
 

'I'm so mind blown by
this!' RHOC star
Meghan King reveals
she's having 'the most
incredible sex ever' with
new love interest
 

Tom Felton reveals ex
staged an intervention
and lawyer gave him
poignant warning about
his life as he admits he
had three rehab stints
for substance abuse
 

Kate Hudson stuns in
a neon green trouser
suit as she joins Daniel
Craig at a Glass Onion
photocall in Spain
Kate made a style
statement

Hasta la vista! Arnold
Schwarzenegger's son
Joseph Baena gets
eliminated from DWTS
after proud mother
Mildred joined audience
to show her support
 

Chloe Grace Moretz
looks effortlessly
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stylish in black velvet
shorts and a leather
jacket as she enjoys
night out in London's
Mayfair
 

Jessie J showcases
her incredible figure in
stunning lingerie
photoshoot for
Rihanna's Savage X
Fenty line
 

'I vow to continue
loving you': Ricki Lake
says she's finally in 'the
happiest place in my
life' after remarrying
following the suicide of
'beloved' ex-husband
 

'Seeing her face was
something I am never
going to forget': Mel B's
daughter Phoenix talks
about feeling of 'relief'
after her mother left her
'abusive' marriage
 

Miranda Kerr puts on a
busty display in
plunging sequinned
cutout gown as she
hosts star-studded
CURATEUR dinner in LA
 

Chrishell Stause
sizzles in a bustier and
mini skirt while Madison
Beer shows off her legs
in a racy LBD as they
attend White Fox event
in WeHo
 

Alexandra Daddario
puts on a busty display
in a plunging halter-
neck dress while
Kiernan Shipka and
Ciara look equally
glamorous
 

EXCLUSIVE  'She's a
mess, a deeply hurting
mess.' Jason Sudeikis'
texts to former nanny
reveal concern for
Olivia Wilde writing
estranged fiancé wasn't
'living in the real world' 
 

Beatrice's night on the
town! Princess dons
racy over-the-knee
boots and a miniskirt as
she is spotted leaving
Mayfair's trendy Maison
Estelle private club 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Emily
Ratajkowski's ex-
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard looks
downcast as he smokes
cigarette after model's
make-out session
 

Patti LuPone opens up
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11327819/Olivia-Wilde-continued-sending-Jason-Sudeikis-loving-texts-sleeping-naked-bed-split.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-11331205/Princess-Beatrice-spotted-leaving-Mayfairs-trendy-Maison-Estelle-private-club.html
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about why she left the
Actors' Equity
Association after calling
them 'the worst union':
'I just didn't want to give
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